Reinventing banking through PARTNERSHIPS

Technology enabling innovation, new solutions and great client experiences

2017
- SOCASH: Banking services offered via retail shops
- LINE FINANCIAL: Virtual Bank in Taiwan

2018
- SIEMENS & TRADEIX: Blockchain deep-tier supply chain financing in China
- INSTABASE: Business automation applications
- AVAYA: Cloud-based contact centre platform

2019
- LINKLOGIS: Blockchain-based smart guarantees trade solution
- SYMPHONY: Messaging platform for financial traders
- SOLV: Digital SME marketplace for financial and business services
- SAP ARIBA: Accessible financial supply chain solutions
- TRAYSTREAM: Blockchain-based smart guarantees trade solution
- MOX: Virtual Bank in Hong Kong
- SAGE: Insight-driven tools to manage SME finances
- SILENT EIGHT: AI-powered name-screening to combat financial crime
- DIGITAL REASONING: AI-driven surveillance communications
- QUANTEXA: Contextual decision intelligence to fight financial crime
- TOSS BANK: Virtual Bank in Korea

2020
- CONTOUR: Automated matching and digital trade documentation
- INFOR: Automated matching and digital trade documentation
- SAGE: Insight-driven tools to manage SME finances
- SILENT EIGHT: AI-powered name-screening to combat financial crime
- CONTOUR: Automated matching and digital trade documentation
- DIGITAL REASONING: AI-driven surveillance communications
- QUANTEXA: Contextual decision intelligence to fight financial crime
- TOSS BANK: Virtual Bank in Korea
- CONTOUR: Automated matching and digital trade documentation
- INFOR: Automated matching and digital trade documentation
- NEXUS: Paperless trade with improved speed and accuracy
- ASSEMBLY PAYMENTS: Next-gen payment solutions
- NEXUS: Banking as a Service for ecosystem players